An integrative approach to in-vivo protein synthesis measurement: from whole tissue to specific proteins.
In-vivo estimation of protein turnover by stable isotopes in animals and humans has provided much relevant information on metabolic regulation and alterations for decades. While it was first appreciated at the whole body level in the 1970s and 1980s, new approaches have allowed inter-organ or tissue protein turnover rates to be measured, notably the incorporation rate of a labelled amino acid in muscle. These technical improvements have recently been completed by new isolation methods for the study of protein synthesis rates in various muscle and hepatic protein fractions in different blood cells or tissues such as bone and skin. This new insight into tissue protein synthesis opens the door for exploration of single proteins, which may be fully achievable in the near future through the combination of proteomics analysis and technical progress in mass spectrometry. This is, therefore, a new area in which not only quantitative but also qualitative changes in specific proteins will be considered for a fully integrative approach to assessing protein metabolism in physiology and disease. To understand the mechanisms by which protein metabolism is altered during physiopathological situations, it is of importance to measure the effect on specific proteins rather than on the body as a whole. Procedures are currently under development with the aim of isolating individuals proteins and to measure their synthesis rates by isotopic methods. Such technical progress is needed to gain a better understanding of the regulation of protein metabolism in situations in which loss of body protein mass occurs.